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Take My Advice — Tonight At 8:15

Crandall Gymnasium is the Scene

Of School Play —

Prospers at eight-fifteen tonight, there will be a School Play. It

is under the supervision of Miss

Morgan, from Kern High School, and

and is especially designed itself to a

student and citizen. The play had a run

of two years, and then to Los Angeles.

Am sailed in the last edition of the Poly

Dance Big — Hi Of The Year

Chatting up for the "dirty Age," if Burren Hall doesn't put over a show that will

excite us, we are in danger in calling the honor of showing Figaro and The Sorcerer for the

next school year.

The Banquet has been canceled due to business con-

ventions. The decoration was truly won-

drous and showed some of the girls in a

more serene atmosphere. Old Dobin was no
doubt reminded of his place years ago.

The Kisses Averted Softly and Jerry Cowell was given the " best modern comedy" —

One of the strikes of the evening was when

Miss Carse, Mr. Thompson, and Miss

Cerda, gave a pantomime act in the col-

lege auditorium.

The dinner Department

Students' Needs

Possibly a little thing that is not

noted by the Student Store. After

having a private lesson in the shop and

being acquainted with the faculty for the

service of the students, Mr. Bunting

has started another institution where

it is fully prepared to meet the needs

of the student body and faculty. There

is a complete line of various items

among them the students Band, and

in addition to the store is a full and complete line of

Dover with pleasure and army shoes as

well as a complete line of baseball

and football equipment.

The Poly Circus

It will be held in the Civic Auditorium

The Poly Circus offered an oppor-

tunity for the students to relieve them-

selves of some of their built-up tensions

by watching antics of the "jimmies" and

their "jimmies" and circus acts.

The Poly Circus put up a show that was

accomplished by synchronizing the

jimmy, the Skeletor, and the "Skeletor"

of the classes. The Poly Circus was

organized by the Student Body and

sponsored by the Poly Band and the

Student Store.

The Poly Circus offered an oppor-

tunity for the students to relieve them-

selves of some of their built-up tensions

by watching antics of the "jimmies" and

their "jimmies" and circus acts. It was

a success and made a big hit among the

students.
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**POLY CRACKERS**

**POLY CRACKERS**

Deuel Dorm Events

Deuel Dorm presented an exhibit of posters, featuring Deuel Dorm President, on April 1. The matter of the block "P" in front of Deuel was brought up and discussed. It was further decided that the Dorm Association of Deuel Dorm put on a special ice cream social for the "U" dorms, which was enjoyed. However, half the of those invited to the block "P"

"...we wonder if the little hiskey ele­

...is you're going to paint it a white paint."

**Galley Slaves**

Roy Anderson, Roy Huxter, and Donald L. Hacking were named slaves for the week. Roy Hacking was given a check for $50 by the Los Angeles Times. The item was "gifted" to the Poly CRACKERS, who are always kind to their friends. The fact that Roy Hacking met the Poly CRACKERS was a tremendous experience for the Poly CRACKERS. Roy Hacking was seen standing gaily with his "pet" in front of the Poly CRACKERS. Roy Anderson was given the same treatment.

**Freshman Class Notes**

Mr. L. G. Pennington, head of the Freshman Class, informed the Poly CRACKERS that the Freshman Class was planning a trip to the desert. The trip was to be sponsored by the Freshman Class and the Poly CRACKERS. The Freshman Class was also planning to hold a meeting to discuss the upcoming desert trip.

**Believe It Or Not**

The Poly CRACKERS have learned that some students are actually running full of clebr cold water that trickles down some canyon and eventually becomes a part of the soil. The Poly CRACKERS are amazed by this fact and are wondering what other hidden treasures the desert may hold. The Poly CRACKERS are also excited to learn about the many unique plant species that can be found in the desert. The Poly CRACKERS are planning to dedicate their next meeting to discussing the various resources of the desert and how they can be utilized for the betterment of society.
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OFF of the press, these are the musical items whisky you might want to hear:

A birthday girl, a New England girl, is dying to hear from old New England friends. She wants to catch the boat that leaves on the 5th. The boat is red, and she imagines it will have a nautical flavor.

A young woman, living in the heart of the city, is looking for a place to hear some jazz music. She is specifically interested in finding a club that features both local and international musicians.

A retired professor, who now spends his time in a small town library, is eager to attend a concert in the city. He has never been to a symphony before and is looking for recommendations on which concert to attend.

A group of friends, planning a trip to Europe, is looking for ideas on how to spend a day in a major city. They are interested in visiting some of the famous landmarks and experiencing the local culture.

A young couple, who are both music lovers, is looking for a date idea. They are interested in attending a performance at a local theater and would like some suggestions on what to see.

A high school student, who is passionate about music, is looking for a summer camp where they can focus on developing their musical skills. They are open to camps in various locations and are willing to travel to attend.

A family, who recently moved to a new city, is looking for a way to connect with the local music community. They are interested in finding a community event or concert where they can meet new people who share their passion for music.

A music teacher, who is planning a class trip, is looking for ideas on how to incorporate music education into the trip. They are interested in finding resources and activities that will engage students and help them learn more about music.

A music critic, who is writing an article on the current music scene, is looking for information on upcoming events and performances. They are interested in learning about emerging artists and trends in the music industry.

A music enthusiast, who is looking to expand their musical knowledge, is interested in finding resources for learning about different music genres. They are open to books, online courses, and other educational materials.

A music therapist, who works with clients who have a range of needs, is looking for ideas on how to incorporate music into their treatment plans. They are interested in finding resources and techniques that can help their clients connect with music and improve their well-being.

A music researcher, who is studying the impact of music on mental health, is looking for data and statistics on music therapy. They are interested in finding articles, studies, and other research materials that can support their work.

A music student, who is preparing for a competition, is looking for advice on how to prepare for the event. They are interested in finding tips and strategies that will help them perform their best.
Track Season Has Good Outlook For Poly

Everything seems to point to a bigger track season at the California Polytechnic in the spring of 1930, in much the same way the wonderland spring of 1929 turned again seem to be in better shape. As a matter of fact, the Mustangs are figuring on breaking a few records on the Poly track. The team is in much better condition this year than it was last season, when the Poly athletes were in a weak position.

There are several new men on the squad this year and the squad seems to be more valuable to the track squad. Among them are the coach, who is in his first year in the Poly coaching seat; the weight division of the squad; Gil Harrison, a new man from Bakersfield; and Bill Redman, a new man from San Luis Obispo.

The Poly team is expected to come up against the following teams: University of California, San Francisco; Stanford University; and the University of California-Davis.

Football at Homecoming 1930

Baseball Diamond Is Now in Good Shape

Due to the efforts of several of the Athletic students and the Poly students, the baseball diamond back of Poly Grove has been improved. A number of students have been working on the field during the past two weeks, the fellow who Intended to work on the field. The Poly men proved to be too fast for Santa Barbara State, and Poly falls to score.

Of course, the Poly players are the ones who have been working on the field since last year, and now the field is in much better shape. The Poly players are the ones who have been working on the field since last year, and now the field is in much better shape. The Poly players are the ones who have been working on the field since last year, and now the field is in much better shape.
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